We want you to be happy & successful with our plants!

LUKAS NURSERY’S GUARANTEE
OUTDOOR LANDSCAPING PLANTS:

Guaranteed for 2 years at 50% one time replacement value toward another plant!
(select Palms and other plants may not be guaranteed)

BEDDING AND INDOOR PLANTS:

Guaranteed for 30 days at 50% one time replacement value toward another plant!
Even plants that die due to circumstances beyond our control such as a weedeater or chemical damage, neglect,
planting too deep, over watering, Acts of God, (Freeze, Wind, Hail, Flood or even if your dog digs it up!)

ARE ALSO GUARANTEED AT 50% TOWARD ANOTHER PLANT!

IT’S EASY! JUST BRING IN RECEIPT & PLANT FOR DIAGNOSIS & ADVICE.

THANK YOU
FOR CHOOSING
LUKAS NURSERY

1909 Slavia Road
Oviedo, FL 32765
(407) 365-6163
www.lukasnursery.com
info@lukasnursery.com
LN-FL42 04/22 Reorder MBF 407-657-7414

LUKAS NURSERY PALM PLANTING GUIDE FoR SUCCESSFUL RESULTS!

Widest part of
the trunk level with
surrounding ground

1. Preparing the
Planting Hole
Dig hole wider than the container
by at least a couple inches and
deep enough so that the widest
part of the trunk base is level with
the surrounding ground.

2. Planting
Add Start-N-Grow and Pre-Plant
per directions to the bottom of
the hole. Gently place the Palm
tree straight in the hole so that
the widest part of the trunk base
is level with the surrounding
ground. Backfill around the rootball
with a mix of Lukas Potting Mix &
ground soil. Water thoroughly to
eliminate any air pockets around
the rootball. Use remaining soil
to create a water berm around
the outer edge of the rootball to
aid in daily watering. Add a light
layer of mulch around Palm tree
to conserve soil moisture and
suppress weeds.

3. Water / Fertilizer /
Care
After planting is done, apply Root
Stimulator for quick nourishment
and rapid root growth. Deep soak
rootball with a hose 2-3 times
for the first few weeks and then
continue to water the Palm
frequently until the Palm is fully
established. Avoid a continually
soggy soil condition which will
rot the roots. To maintain a healthy
Palm, apply the slow release Lukas
4-in-One Fertilizer (containing
everything a Palm needs) during the
spring, summer, & fall of each year.
Protect tropical Palms from severe
cold.

IMPROPERLY PRUNED

4. Pruning

CORRECTLY PRUNED

Only prune dead, damaged, or
diseased palm fronds. Removing
healthy green fronds will hinder
the Palm from obtaining necessary
nutrients. Avoid over-pruning or
‘Hurricane’ trimming methods.

